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Training for an 
international 
cosmetics brand
SAP S/4HANA ERP & 
C/4HANA CRM

The IT training consultancy Optimum has created a bespoke SAP S/4HANA 
retail end user training programme for one of the world’s leading 
cosmetics brands.

During the first phase in 2019, the company is rolling out four SAP software 
workstreams, delivered via one unified user interface, to modernise the 
processes and tools that its planning and merchandising staff use globally.

The initial four workstreams – SAP Merchandising Planning for Retail, 
SAP Promotion Management for Retail, S/4HANA Product Management 
and S/4HANA Pricing Management – will be the foundation for further 
enhancements in later phases of the S/4HANA project rollout in 2020.

The company approached Optimum to design, develop and deliver 
the bespoke user training programme on the new software following 
a successful collaboration during its implementation of the SAP Hybris 
e-commerce system (now referred to as SAP Customer Experience).

Joanne Harrison, Optimum’s sales director, said: “The S/4HANA 
functionality was completely new to users and the implementation 
timescales were tight so they needed our expertise.” She added: “We 
provided an end-to-end service, from scoping the training requirement 
to creating and delivering bespoke classroom and online sessions, plus 
videos and reference guides, all within a few weeks.”

Reference Guides
Comprehensive 
end-user manuals

RapidScope®
Planning & designing 
yourr training

Quick Cards 
Double-sided simple 
process cards

Project Overview

–  Bespoke SAP S/4HANA ERP and 
C/4HANA training programme.

– Current engagement includes 
production of materials and 
delivery via online and classroom 
sessions.

– Workstreams trained included 
Merchandising Planning, 
Promotion Management, Product 
Management and Pricing 
Management.

– Engagement has continued into 
next phase.

Presentations
Demonstrations to 
large groups

Trainer Packs
Lesson plans for 
consistent delivery

Classroom Delivery
Hands-on training 
sessions

eLearning
Interactive, passive 
& concept modules

Go-Live Support
On-site floor walking 
and hypercare

Online Delivery
Various web-based 
learning options

Skill the Trainer
Prepare internal 
team for delivery
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“We provided an end-to-end 
service, from scoping the training 
requirement to creating and 
delivering bespoke classroom and 
online sessions, plus videos and 
reference guides, all within a few 
weeks.”
Joanne Harrison Optimum sales director

Optimum’s training consultants needed to be very flexible 
as they were developing and tailoring the training alongside 
the system build. Their hands-on approach drove the entire 
user training programme from the knowledge transfer stage, 
drilling down to get the detailed information they needed, to 
adapting the final content to reflect very late changes in the 
business processes.

Optimum’s brief was to develop and deliver job-specific 
training for all users within each workstream so that they 
understood how the business processes for their role had 
changed, as well as how to use the new system correctly.

Optimum developed animated introduction videos, using 
avatars and the voices of senior company directors, to 
highlight the benefits of the new S/4HANA retail system and 
gain user buy-in before the training took place.

As well as interactive eLearning modules, they also produced 
videos of the new business processes for each workstream, 
along with detailed reference guides for staff to use back at 
their desks. Classroom-based training sessions were held 
for the UK-based planning and merchandising teams before 
being delivered online via Skype and WebEx to users in 
various global locations.

Feedback from the training was overwhelmingly positive, 
highlighting that is was very tailored rather than generic and 
extremely user friendly.

In a separate project alongside the S/4HANA module rollouts, 
Optimum has also scoped and developed classroom-based 
training and reference guides for the company’s introduction 
of SAP Marketing Cloud, part of the SAP C/4HANA CRM 
system. This will interact with existing legacy systems, such as 
Hybris, to ensure customer data is up to date.


